Doubling Point Light
Bath Iron Works
Kennebec Range Lights
Squirrel Point Lighthouse
Perkins Island Lighthouse
Pond Island Lighthouse
Seguin Island Light
Cuckolds Lighthouse
Hendricks Head Lighthouse
Burnt Island Lighthouse
Ram Island Lighthouse
Merrymeeting Bay
Richmond Maine Maritime Museum
Cruises begin and end here
Boothbay Harbor

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.

- **1-Hour Lighthouse & Nature Cruise**  
  (Part of The Bath Iron Works Story: By Land and Sea)
- **2-Hour Lighthouse & Nature Cruise**
- **3-Hour Lighthouse & Nature Cruise**
- **Merrymeeting Bay ~3h**
- **Lighthouse Lovers ~4h**
- **Burnt Island Lighthouse Adventure ~4h**
Doubling Point Light
Bath Iron Works
Kennebec Range Lights
Squirrel Point Lighthouse
Perkins Island Lighthouse
Hendricks Head Lighthouse
Merrymeeting Bay
Downtown Bath
Maine Maritime Museum
Cruises begin and end here

1-Hour Lighthouse & Nature Cruise
(Part of The Bath Iron Works Story: By Land and Sea)

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.
Doubling Point Light
Bath Iron Works
Kennebec Range Lights
Squirrel Point Lighthouse
Perkins Island Lighthouse
Seguin Island Light
Cuckolds Lighthouse
Hendricks Head Lighthouse
Burnt Island Lighthouse

Maine Maritime Museum
Cruises begin and end here

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.

2-Hour Lighthouse & Nature Cruise
Doubling Point Light
Bath Iron Works
Kennebec Range Lights

Richmond

Downtown Bath

Maine Maritime Museum
Cruises begin and end here

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.

Six Rivers of Merrymeeting Bay ~3h
Doubling Point Light
Bath Iron Works

Kennebec Range Lights
Squirrel Point Lighthouse
Perkins Island Lighthouse
Seguin Island Light

Cruises begin and end here

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.

- Lighthouse Lovers ~4h

Downtown Bath
Boothbay Harbor
Fort Popham

Maine Maritime Museum

Burnt Island Lighthouse
Cuckolds Lighthouse
Ram Island Lighthouse
Hendricks Head Lighthouse
Cruises begin and end here

APPROXIMATE CRUISE DURATION
Routes subject to change at the captain’s discretion.

Burnt Island Lighthouse Adventure ~4h